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A graph is said to be k-variegated if its vertex set can be partiticned into k equal parts such 
that each vertex is adjacent to exactly one vertex from every othe,r part not co;ltaininT, it. We 
prove that a graph G on 2n vertices is 2-variegated if and only if there exists a bet S of n 
independent edges in G such that no cycle irl G contains an odd number (II edges fron: S. We 
also characterize 3-variegated graphs. 
1. Introduction 
For terminology we refer to [2]. We consider finite graphs without loops or 
multiple edges. In [l] Bednarek and Sanders gave the followir,g characterization 
of 2-variegated trees. 
Theorem. (Bednarek and Sanders.) A. fret T with 2n vertices is 2-variepati!d if and 
only if the point independence number PO(T) of T is n. 
They illustrated that the condition in this characterization is neither necessary 
nor sufficient for an arbitrary graph to be 2-.variegated and posed the p:clblem of 
characterizing 2-variegated graphs and in general k-variegated graph?. L!‘e prove 
the following characterization of 2-variegated graphs and deduw that of Bed- 
narek and Sanders for :ree:s as a corollary. 
2. A characterization of 2-variqgated graphs 
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The necessiiy of %he condition is obvious. If G is Z-variegated tiith 
V(G) = Al u B1 as a Svariegation then we can 6: for 5 the set of n indepcn- 
s join&g a vertex of A1 to a vertex of We will call such edges in 6 
q~cdal edges. 
We establish the sticiency by induction on n. The result is trivially true for 
pt = 1. Suppose that if in a graph H on 2n - 2 vertices, n 2 2, there exists a set .!? of 
tr .- 1 independent edges uch tha;; no cyck in H contains an odd number of edges 
from 3 then there exists a &variegation VW) = A, I_I fi, of 151 with edges from 8q 
as special edges. L,et G be a graph on 2n ve! tices, n 2 3 with a set S c 1;’ at 
independertt edges in G such that no cycle in G contains an odd number of edges 
fruao S, I.& ,i={e,, . . . , en} with el = al&, 1 G 1 s II. Let N = G - {a,, 6,). C&vi- 
ousl y H is on 2n - 2 vertices and A,; = {e,, . , . , e,_ 3 is such t:lat no cycle in .H 
contains art odd number of edges from g. By inductinn hypothesis H is 2- 
variqatcd Twith edges from 3 as special edges. Let CT:, . . . , C, be the connectt:d 
co$on~ntil of H. E%ch c, 1 s i s t, is 2-variegated. Let V(Ci) = Ai i_._i Biy 1 G i G t, 
be a 2-varkgation of C; with some edgks from Z? as special edges. Without i~ss of 
generality we m3y lake 
If the edge set E(G) = E(m U {e,} then V(G) = X/__IY is a 2-variegation of 
G where 
X =I !a,)uA and Y == {b,}UB, A= LiAi and B=Qr,. 
i=l i=Z 
Before proceeding to handle the case E(G) # E(H) L) {e,) we make tht: follow- 
ing observation. If H is a 2, variegated connected graph of order 21 with 
V(H) = Al U B1 as a 2-variegnt”ion a d g, the set of I independent edges between 
Al ansa B, there very xy-path, x, 3’ E At (or x, y E B,) contains an even number of 
edges !‘orn 3 and if x E Al, y E B1, say, then every xy-path contains an odd 
n7arnbe.p of edges frolm $?. 
Xe-s suppose E(G) i E(W) II (e,,). Let us suppose, without loss of generality, 
-i, at aa, E E(G), il E Ai for some :, P 6 i G 4. We then claim that !)a,& E(G), b f Bi. 
ycle a,P(a, b) n, where P(q b) is a path from 4 is 5 in the 
orient Ci, contains asr c&l number of e$dges from S, a c:tntradiction. 
to any vertex in Ai. Since C,, . . . , Ct, are connected 
e no edges of C betw 
with S as the FZ ~~d~!~~~d~nt e gesbetween 
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Let G be d graph. A set of points in G is independent if no two t>f thm tre 
adjacent. The largest xumber of points in such a set is calle:d th,e p.~‘;,t in&pert- 
dence number of G and is denoted by P,(G) or PO. Analogously, an indepemderlt 
set of hes Sof G has no two of its lines adjacent and the ma.xim,um cardinah :y of 
sus’rm a set is the line independence number j? 1( G) = PI of G. A point and a line are 
said to coTget each other if they are incidenL. A set of points which covers all the 
lines of a graph G is called a point cover for G, while a set of lines which cuvers all 
the points is a line cover. TFh~ smallest number of points in any point cover for G 
is called its point covering number and is denoted by cyO( G) or CQ. Similarly, o!*(G) 
or cuI is t&e smallest number of lines in any line cover of G and is called its line 
covering nlcm ber. 
Corcrllar~r 2.2. (Bednarek and Sanders.) A tree T with 2n vertices is 2-variegated if 
and only if tne pint independence number PO(T) of T is n. 
Proof. We know that for a nontrivial connected graph on p lrertices CQ~ + Ptr z- 
a1 + PI = p [2, p. 951 and that for a connected bipartite graph PI = CQ [2, p. 961. 
Consequently for a connected bipartite graph on 2n vertices PO = n if and only if 
Pl=n. 
Remarks 2.3. For an arbitrary 2-variegated graph G there is no uniqueness of 
&variegation as in the case of a 2-variegated tree. For exampie consider the 
l-cycle abed; if {a, b) ti {c, d) is a 2-variegation then (a, d} IY (b, c} is another 
2-variegation. However, it can be easily shown that if G is a connected 2- 
variegated graph relative to a set S of n independent edges, then the partition is 
unique to the set S; that is if V(G) = AI u B1 = A2 u B2 and S is the set of n 
independent edges between AI and BI as well as between A2 and R2 then eitiier 
(i) AI = AZ, B1 = Bz 8 r iii) AI = .I&, Bl = AZ. 
Remark 2.4. Every connected 2-variegated graph on 211 vertices can be obtained 
from a 2-variegated tree on 2n vsrtices. 
3. pphS 
From the definition of a k-varieqatcd graph, k 3 3, it immediately foPlows that ;: 
graph G of order kn is k-variegated if an 
sets 1P1, . . . , Pk of vertices of G, 1 that t:ach of ihc 
-varieqaied. We give Mwi 2 li 
(iii) If e = uu is a q&al fz!ge c$ G, and if e f St then tki r;&?t sp.&E edges 
thr,mgk, u and w belong to Si and Sk, jP k, i $ j, i $ PC. 
PMB& suppose that G is a 3-variegated graph of order 3n with V(G) = 
By U Y LJ Z tss a 3-variegation. Let SI = S,, be uhe set of n itrdependent edges 
joining a vertex of X to a vertex of Y. Similarly let S2 = Syz, S3 =: Szz. Then S1, Sz, 
S, satisfy (i), (ii) and (iii) follows immediately. 
Consersely, suppose that G is 3 graph of order 3n such that there exist 
mutuaIly disjoint sets S,, S2, S3 of n independent edges each, tailed special edges, 
SatisfySag (i), (ii) and (iiij. We then show that % is 3-varkgztsd. 
Let +={a& l, a b z 2, . . . , a.&& Withot~t: &a of genera@?: assume that through 
ai the other special edge is from S, and through bi the ot!w special edge is from 
S,, I s i e n (see Fig. I). Note that the other end vertices of all the edges from S2 
and S2 together account for onjly the n remaining vertices. Call them (c,, . . . , c,) 
md suppose, without loss of generality, that a,~~ E S,, 4. < i 6 n. Now, uibi, if j, 1s 
I, jG n, cannot be an edge of G since otherwise we will get a contradiction to (ii). 
From hypothesis it follows immediately that a+ i+ j9 1 s i, j 5 n cannot be an 
edge o,f G. !f 5,c** ESb, I e i g n, then it similarly fol!ows from the hypothesis that 
bit,,, i Z /, 1 =zz i, j s #i, czmnot be an edEe c:rf G. Let X = {aI, . . . , a,}, Y = 
iQ It-**, b,}, Z=(c,,-, c,). Then V(G) I= 21 U L’ U 2 is a 3-variegation ch G. 
l .,.. 
Fig. 1. 
We next give ;i necessary conditic !R For 3-variegation similar to that for 2-variega- 
t ion given in Theorem 2.1. I foTr;rever, we illustrate that this condition 
i5 not sufficient iror 3-variegatiun. 
2- a.,d 3-vntiegakd graphs 21 
Proof% Let V(G) = X Li Y U Z be a 3-variegation of G, S1 = Sxy, S2 = S,,*, S3 = 
S,,. Let (1’ be a cycle in G a& let C have 2~ i- n2 + n, spec.<Ll edges, ni from S,, 
i= I, 2, 3. If ril+nz+n3= 0 then ;rivia!!y (A) holds. Suppo~z n, + n, + rz3 Z= I. If 
Fh=ybxy, n,=& fi3=n,,, we say that c is of type ( nxy, nyz, u,& ‘Without loss of 
generality, let Xi E X be a vertex on C. Suppose that xi+* E. X is the next vertex on 
C from X when we travel C, say clockwise. Of course, Xi = Xi+1 is possible. We 
have the following three cases for distribution of vertices of G on the path Pi on C 
between xi and Xi kl, taken clockwise. 
Case 1, Xi an#J $+I are adjacent vertices on C. Hence J’i is of type (0, 0,O). 
Case 2. 05% Pi the vertices adjacent :o Xi and Xi+1 are, nne from Y and the 
other from 2 (see Fig. 2). 
Fig. 2. 
Case 3. On Pi the vertices adjacent to Xi and Xi+1 are both from either Y or L" 
(see Fig. 3). 
In case 2 (q, y) (cSr (y, q-J) is the only special edge frcm &,,, (z, xi+*; (or (x,, z);l 
is the only special edge from S,,, and aTI other special l:dges on pi are from S, z 
and obviously they have to be Odd in number. Hence Pi is of type (1, no, I) where 
no denotes an odd integer. In case 3 Pi is of the type (2, n,, 0) where n, denotr;,s 
even integer. Summing Pi’s to C ‘we that (A) holds. 
Remarks 3. Consider the graph H given in Kg. 4. The graph If is not 3 
variegated. For, since degree of the vertex 1; is two, the vertices 1, 2, 3 h’dv~i to go 
in different parts in any suitable partition. Since 4 is adjacen? to I, 4 has to bf: n 
the same part as that of 1. Now, in whicht:ver of the three parts, 5 is placed V/C;: 
H: 
arrive at a cmtradiction. Howmx, wit:lh SI = {(I_, $1, (5,6), (7,8)}, Sz = 
{(I, LZ), (4,5), @,9# and S3 = {(2,3), (4,6), (7,9)} canditim (A) of Proposit& 3.2 
is satisfied. Yt ir’ollcrws that condition (AL), by. it&f, is not s&Went fox $ graph to km 
3-variegated. 
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